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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In March 1990, the Commission published for public comment revised "Guidelines
for NRC Review of Agreement States' Radiation Control Programs" which
incorporated additional criteria for low-level waste disposal licensing. Many
Agreement States have low-level waste (LLW) disposal licensing activities
underway as they implement the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments
Act of 1985. The revisions to the Guidelines are designed to help ensure that
Agreement States establish and implement effective regulatory programs for LLW
licensing by incorporating several specific LLW provisions.

At the time the revised Guidelines were published for public comment, the
Commission directed the staff to evaluate the NRC program to confirm that it
meets or exceeds the proposed Guidelines for Agreement States. If the NRC LLW
program did not meet the Guidelines, the Commission directed the staff to relax
the Guidelines or make the necessary improvements in the NRC program. The
Commission also asked the staff to specifically examine four areas of the NRC
program: laboratory support, use of a computerized document control system,
ability to ensure compliance with waste acceptance criteria, and ability to
confirm concentrations and characteristics of waste. This report contains the
results of the staff's evaluation to satisfy the Commission's requests.

The NRC program largely complies with the Guidelines as proposed. Of the 100
criteria in the Guidelines, four were not fully met in the NRC program. Of
these, two were relatively minor and only involve improvements in the
implementation of the program.

With respect to the four areas identified by the Commission, the team found
two areas that could be improved. First, the staff's ability to ensure compliance
with waste classification, characteristics, packages, and labeling requirements
could be improved through more definitive inspection guidance. Second, the
conditions under which independent non-radiological testing are to be performed
should be prescribed in plans or procedures.

The findings in this report and the public comments received on the draft
revisions to the Guidelines will be used by the staff in its final revision
of the Guidelines. Based on the team's review of the NRC program against the
Guidelines, no changes to the Guidelines are recommended.



INTRODUCTION:

Under the Atomic Energy Act, the Commission may relinquish its authority and a
State then asserts its authority to regulate the use of radioactive materials
within that State. NRC also uses these Guidelines to periodically review
Agreement State programs, including, where appropriate, the low-level
radioactive waste disposal program, to determine where improvements are needed.

In March 1990, NRC revised the Guidelines to incorporate additional criteria
addressing LLW disposal licensing. A preliminary draft of the revisions was
coordinated with the States, and a final draft published for comment on
March 23, 1990, in 55 FR 10851 (Appendix A).

The Commission provided comments on the proposed revisions in Staff Require-
ments Memorandum (SR1) SECY-89-346 (Appendix B), in which they suggested that
"the staff should evaluate the NRC's regulatory program for low-level waste
disposal to confirm that it meets or exceeds the proposed guidelines for the
Agreement States' programs. If it does not, the staff should either make the
appropriate improvements, or relax the proposed guidelines if such measures are
not necessary to ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety."
This review is the staff's evaluation of the NRC's regulatory program for LLW
disposal. The review was conducted by an independent team of Low-Level Waste
Management and State Programs staff.

This report contains the findings of the team in two categories. First, the
findings and recommendations, determined by the team review of the NRC LLW
program against the published guidelines, are provided. Second, issues that
the Commission highlighted in their SRM are addressed. These issues are:

diversity of laboratory support services;

availability of a license document management system [with] computerized
data bases;

ability to ensure compliance with waste classification, characteristics,
packaging, and labeling requirements;

ability to confirm radiological and non-radiological constituent concen-
trations and material characteristics at disposal facilities.

SCOPE OF THE REVIEW:

The Agreement State Guidelines were reviewed in their entirety. This means
that all the Guidelines were addressed with respect to the low-level waste
program, not just the revisions for LLW disposal facilities. Each of the
program elements is divided into indicators and the indicators were evaluated
based on the comments provided by the staff interviewed during the review and
on documented plans and procedures currently in place. The review encompassed
the Low-Level Waste Management (LLWM) licensing program, including support from
other NRC offices and the regional offices.



METHOD OF THE REVIEW:

This review was conducted by the three team members, who conducted interviews
with NRC staff to determine the status of the NRC LLW program. The interviews
were arranged with senior management, technical, and regional personnel.

The team began the review process with an entrance interview, in which the
approach for evaluation of the guidelines was outlined to management. This
entrance interview was conducted on August 7, 1990. After this initial contact
the team interviewed individual NRC personnel in their areas of expertise and
knowledge of the NRC program. The team also reviewed documentation used by the
staff in implementing its program, including technical evaluations, licensing
actions, and administrative and technical procedures. Some indicators, not
directly associated with low-level waste, were addressed by staff from offices
other than NMSS, e.g., NRR. However, a majority of those involved were
associated with LLWI1. A list of the persons contacted during the review is
attached. The team documented the results of the review for all aspects of the
LLW program, indicated by the categories in the Guidelines. An exit interview
was also conducted with LLWM on March 8, 1991.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

The team's findings and recommendations from this evaluation are identified
below.

1. Finding:

The "Training" indicator in the Guidelines states that the RCP should have a
program to utilize specific short courses and workshops to maintain an appro-
priate level of staff technical competence in areas of changing technology.
Although the LLWM program uses and encourages the use of Individual Development
Plans, in practice a number of staff are not included within any systematic
training "program." This area is believed to be particularly important at this
time, given the large number of new staff (approximately 30 percent).

Recommendation:

LLWM should implement the training program which will be defined in a procedure
developed in accordance with its internal QA program.

No changes are needed in the Agreement State Guidelines.

2. Finding:

The Guideline "Technical Quality of Licensing Actions," states that licenses
should be clear, complete, and accurate as to isotopes, forms, quantities,
authorized uses and permissive or restrictive conditions. In the staff's
Amendment 9 to the Hanford Special Nuclear Materials License, the staff
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referenced "the most recent version of" Branch Technical Positions on
Waste Form and Waste Classification, rather than a specific, dated reference.
OGC and OE have identified potential problems with such an approach to
references.

Recommendation:

The team recommends that an amendment be considered which incorporates specific,
dated references for the above technical positions.

rNo changes are required in the Agreement State Guidelines.

3. Finding:

For the "Licensing Procedures" Guideline, one of the indicators states that the
RCP should have licensing plans and procedures. Although the NRC program has
extensive plans, such as the Standard Review Plan, certain licensing activities
are not addressed in formal procedures. These include the issuance of license
renewals and license amendments for the existing SNM licenses at Barnwell and
Hanford, and the preparation of Safety Evaluation Reports for those reviews.

Recommendation:

It is recommended that the staff issue additional procedures for activities
important to licensing which are not currently covered by procedures. Several
specific areas are for license renewals and amendments, and the preparation of
Safety Evaluation Reports for licensing reviews.

No changes in the Guidelines are required.

4. Finding:

The "Laboratory Support" and "Confirmatory Measurements" Guidelines suggest
that independent non-radiological testing be performed within the Radiation
Control Program to verify licensee's test results. Although the NRC LLW
Program has performed some limited non-radiological testing in the past, there
is no program or procedure prescribing when this type of testing is required.

Recommendation:

LLWM should define in plans or procedures a strategy for non-radiological
testing as part of its licensing and inspection programs.

No changes are needed in the Guidelines.

DISCUSSION OF AREAS IDENTIFIED BY THE COMMISSION

In the SRM for SECY-89-346, the Commission identified four specific areas in
the proposed Guidelines that the staff was to consider in its evaluation of the
NRC program. They were:



° diversity of laboratory support services;

o availability of a license document management system [with] computerized
data bases;

° ability to ensure compliance with waste classification, characteristics,
packaging and labeling requirements;

O ability to confirm radiological and non-radiological constituent
concentrations and material characteristics at disposal facilities.

The staff's evaluation of each of these areas is provided below.

Diversity of Laboratory Support Services

The proposed Guidelines for LLW disposal contained new guidance on laboratory
support capabilities for an Agreement State program. Although "laboratory
support" has always been one of the indicators in the Guidelines, the guidance
was general, stating only that a State Radiation Control Program should have
lab support capabilities for bioassays, environmental samples, and other
samples collected by inspectors. The proposed Guidelines for LLW, on the other
hand, added a new indicator prescribing radiological and non-radiological
analyses, "including testing of soils, testing of environmental media, testing
of engineering properties of waste packages and waste forms, and testing of
other engineering materials used in the disposal of low-level radioactive
waste." This guidance was a substantial expansion of the previous guidance and
was the subject of a number of comments from the States.

In this review of the NRC program against the "Laboratory Support" indicator,
the team examined the existing documented program (such as the inspection
procedures) to be used by the staff in overseeing a low-level waste disposal
facility. Because no such facility is currently licensed by the NRC (except
for some limited activities at two existing sites for Special Nuclear
Materials), the team also considered whether the LLWM staff had plans for
developing additional laboratory support capabilities as a part of its future
licensing program for a disposal facility. We also considered whether the
extent to which other NRC programs, viz. the power reactor program, utilizes
independent laboratory support for verifying licensees analyses. The objective
was to determine if, even though there is no current need for extensive
laboratory support, there is a reasonable expectation, based on plans and
previous agency practice, for such a program to be in place when needed.

The team found that there is a reasonable expectation that laboratory support
for radiological analyses will be available for LLW disposal facility
licensing. Although the inspection procedures have not yet been published for
such a program, they are being written at this time and consideration is being
given to lab support capabilities for radiological testing. In addition, the
regional offices routinely perform independent radiological analyses as
prescribed in the inspection procedures for power reactors, such as IP 84750,
"Radioactive Waste Treatment, and Effluent and Environmental Monitoring;" and



IP 84725, "Quality Assurance and Confirmatory Measurements for In-Plant
Radiochemical Analysis". The Regions also have equipment needed to conduct
such tests, such as NaI detectors, liquid crystal scintillation detectors,
low-background proportional counters, and germanium detectors. NRC HQ also
has in place a contract with DOE for additional laboratory testing in
the power reactor program. The Regions use DOE's capabilities for any testing
which they cannot perform themselves.

The non-radiological testing performed by the staff is performed on an "as
needed" basis rather than being prescribed in plans and procedures. For
example, in response to staff concerns over the last several years, Brookhaven
National Laboratory conducted a study on the effects of curing conditions on
the stability of cement waste forms after immersion in water. The cement waste
form formulations were supplied by vendors whose topical reports were under
review by the staff. In addition, the Office of Research has used Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory for sampling and testing cement solidified LLW.
The testing performed by the staff is consistent with the Guideline's
recommendation that there be "access" to such testing capabilities. In
addition, LLWM management expects to increase the amount of independent
testing as its LLW licensing activities are expanded.

The LLW non-radiological testing program is generally consistent with that of
other NRC programs such as nuclear power reactors. In lieu of performing large
numbers of independent tests, the staff instead relies on its independent
reviews of licensees' testing programs and QA programs to gain confidence in
the adequacy of the testing.

In our evaluation of the non-radiological testing program, the team considered
whether to recommend improving the NRC program to better ensure that
non-radiological testing would be performed when needed, or to recommend that
it be deleted from the Guidelines. Although the staff has a number of methods
of overseeing licensees' work, as noted earlier, both the team and management
in LLWM believed that the capability to conduct some non-radiological testing
when needed is useful. The team has, therefore, recommended as one of the
findings that LLWM better define in plans or procedures the conditions under
which this testing is to be performed. The team believes that the provisions
in the Guidelines should remain as is. The team also believes that the
staff's expectations for the Agreement States implementing this Guideline
should be consistent with the program being implemented by NRC.

Availability of a license document management system [with] computerized
data bases.

A number of Guidelines address this area. The proposed Agreement State
guidelines for "office equipment and support services" suggest that a licensing
document management system commensurate with the volume of material associated
with a low-level waste disposal facility license be instituted. The
"licensing" indicator proposes that administrative procedures be implemented to
assure adequate maintenance of files and records. The "licensing procedures"
indicator requires that these files be maintained for fast, easy retrieval.



ARC document control is provided by the docket system, which includes a
computerized data base. Within this system all correspondence that the NRC
receives from and transmits to its licensees or the States and others, is
logged and tracked for retrieval. Each low-level waste disposal facility has a
docket specifically for correspondence concerning the license that the facility
possesses. This docket control process provides for the assignment of a
separate accession number to each document, and the placement of the document
in the docket assigned to that specific license. NRC support services include
the electronic computerized document retrieval system known as NUDOCS
(NUDOCS/AD) from which access can be gained to all significant documents
dealing with licensing actions.

The system contains a significant number of documents available in full text
format. A listing of the documents that are immediately "down-loadable" in
full text from the electronic format is available from the NUDOCS
administrative center. Any material that is not available in full text format,
electronically, can be accessed in full text via the microfiche supplement to
the system. The NRC document management system meets the criteria in the
Agreement States' Guidelines, is more extensive than many of the systems used
by the Agreement States, and contains extensive computerized data bases.

Ability to ensure compliance with waste classification, characteristics,
packages, and labeling requirements.

The NRC program contains several features which are designed to ensure that the
requirements which pertain to the above areas are met by licensees and the
public health and safety protected. For the purposes of this discussion,
"compliance" is not limited to the inspection program, but includes all
methods of regulation to ensure that licensees are meeting NRC requirements.
These methods are:

-- Imposition of QA, QC, and management controls on licensees by NRC. The
basic principle behind this approach, which is used throughout NRC, is
that the licensee is responsible for meeting the regulatory requirements
and must use his own system of internal controls to ensure and verify that
the requirements are being met. The documentation provided by these
control systems, such as procedures, results of reviews and inspections,
records of qualifications of personnel, and so forth, enable the NRC staff
to independently audit areas to determine if the overall licensee
QA program is working.

-- Imposition of specific technical requirements or guidance on licensees.
The Standard Review Plan used in licensing, and various staff guidance
documents often contain specific technical approaches which are adopted by
licensees. For example, the staff's "Technical Position on Waste Form"
provides detailed guidance on qualification testing, statistical sampling
and analysis, and waste characterization. It is used by licensees and
vendors and by the staff as acceptance criteria for the NRC inspection
program.



-- Use of independent NRC inspections of licensees' activities. The NRC
staff has an inspection program for waste classification,
characterization, packaging, and labeling. Inspection procedures 86750,
"Solid Radioactive Waste Management and Transportation of Radioactive
Materials," and 84850, "Radioactive Waste Management--Inspection of Waste
Generator Requirements of 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 61" are the basic
inspection procedures used by the Regions to assess licensee compliance
with waste mangement requirements.

In developing this particular scheme for oversight of waste generators, the
team found that the staff considers the relative risk of these activities with
respect to other NRC licensed activities, the number of problems which have
occurred in the past, the availability of only limited staff resources, and
various agency policy and practices in regulating (such as imposing QA programs
on licensees). In our review of this area, LLWM management indicated that it
wished to improve the inspection procedures to provide more definitive
guidance for the regional inspectors. These improvements should allow them to
examine more critically waste classification and waste form stability. LLWM
has resources budgeted for improvements in its inspection program.

Ability to confirm radiological and non-radiological constituent concentrations
and material characteristics at disposal facilities.

The approach adopted by the Agency for this area is similar to that discussed
in the previous section. Staff regulations and guidance for the disposal
facility licensee address specific tests and procedures to ensure that the
licensee confirms radiological and non-radiological concentrations and
materials characteristics. In addition, the licensee adopts a quality
assurance program whose purpose is to ensure that the license conditions and
commitments in the Safety Analysis Report are fulfilled. The staff reviews the
license application and SAR to ensure that the licensee's program description
is acceptable, and implements an inspection program to ensure that it is being
properly implemented.

Independent testing by the NRC staff of the above areas is small and of
limited scope. It does not routinely address non-radiological constituent
concentrations or material characteristics. Instead, the staff monitors the
performance of these tests by the licensee. Non-radiological testing could be
performed on "as needed" basis. As noted earlier, the team is recommending
that the conditions for non-radiological testing be prescribed in plans or
procedures.

The staff's Standard Review Plan describes in detail the expectations for a
license applicant in these areas. Section 4.1 "Receipt and Inspection of
Waste" contains, for example, the following provisions:

"These procedures [on waste testing] should include a proposed
- frequency for-performing a gamma scan and direct sampling of waste

packages in order to verify the classification and concentration of
significant radionuclides...The applicant's procedures should also



contain provisions for determining concentrations of the difficult to
measure radionuclides listed in 10 CFR 61.55. This may include, but
is not limited to, radiochemical analysis."

"...the procedures must have provisions for detecting and quantifying
radionuclides other than those reported on the waste manifest..."

"The staff will review the SAR to ensure that procedures are in place
to analytically verify that the waste received at the site will meet
the waste characteristic and waste form stability requirements. This
verification testing will most likely involve direct sampling... "

"Equipment or contracts should be available to identify the chemical
components of the waste and to determine that the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency requirements are met for hazardous waste that may
enter the site."

Additional guidance is provided in the SRP and references to various staff
technical positions in the SRP.

The NRC's program in this area is consistent with the Guidelines except in the
area of non-radiological testing.



ATTACHMENT 1

The persons interviewed included:

Richard Bangart, Division of Low-Level Waste Management and Decommissioning

John Greeves, Division of Low-Level Waste Management and Decommissioning

Paul Lohaus, Low-Level Waste Management Branch

Everett Wick, Low-Level Waste Management Branch

Michael Tokar, Low-Level Waste Management Branch

Lemoine (Jay) Cunningham, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Tom Essig, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Clare DeFino, Program Management, Policy Development, and Analysis Staff

John Kinneman, Region I

Frank Costello, Region I

Elizabeth Ullrich, Region I

*Keith McDaniel, Division of Industrial and Medical Nuclear Safety

Nancy McNamara, Region I

Dan Holody, Region I

Dave Tiktinsky, Program Management, Policy Development, and Analysis Staff

Francis Cameron, Office of the Licensing Support System Administrator

*Keith McDaniel assisted in the review of the technical quality of product
evaluations indicator.
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Avenue, NW., Room S-M4,
Washington. DC 2i2.10.
Withdrawn General Wage
Determination Decision

This is to advise all interested parties
that the Department of LAbor is
withdrawing from the date of this
notice. General Wage Determination No.
MT9O2 dated January S. 1990.

Agencies with construction projects
pending to which this wage decision
would have been applicable should
utilize the project determination
procedure by submitting a SF40. See
Regulations part 1 (29 CFR), I 1.5.
Contracts for which bids have been
opened shaU not be affected by this
notice. Also consistent with 29 CFR
1.6(c)(2)(i)(A), the incorporation of the
withdrawal decision in contract
specifications, when the opening of bids
Is within ten (10) days of this notice,
need not be affected.
Supersedeas Decisions to General Wage
Determination Decisions

The numbers of the decisions being
superseded and their date of notice in
the Federal Register are listed with each
State. Supersedeas decision numbers
are in parentheses following the number
of the decisions being superseded.

Iowa:
lAe-Ile sD-l) ---- ----- p. ea. p. 56b.

Wisconsin:
W189-17 (VW190-47) p. 1243. p.

1244.

Modifications to General Wage
Datermination Decisions

The numbers of the decisions listed in
the Government Printing Office
document entitled "General Wage
Determinations Issued Under the Davis-
Bacon and Related Acts" being modified
are listed by Volume, State, and page
number(s). Dates of publication in the
Federal Register are in parentheses
following the decisions being modified.

Volume I
Connecticut

CT90.4 (an. S. 1990)]_ p. 63. pp. 4-
75

Pennsylvania:

4'olhume I
Arkansas:

My Glan. S990). . V_. p. 15. p. 16.
Iowa:

A90-1 UGan. 5 1990) op. 17. pp. 1a
20

1A90-4S a 1990aI )_ p. 33. p. 34-
IA9 U an. 5 9 ) _ P. 37pp, >-

40, p. 42.
Ohio:

0H90-2 Jan. A 1990)_. p. 71. pp.
792-611.

Tenas:
TX90-18 (an. S. 1990). p. 1029. p

1030.

volume Ill
Alaska:

AK9D-1 aan. 5. I=)- p.Lp. .
Idaho:

1D90-1 (an. , 1990). . p. 147. p. 148.
Montana:

MT90o- (an. 5. 1990)- p. 171. pp.
172-173. p.
175.

General Wage Determination
Publication

General wage determinations issued
under the Davis-Bacon and related Acts.
including those noted above, may be
found in the Government Printing Office
(GPO) document entitled "General
Wage Determinations Issued Under Thel
Davis-Bacon And Related Acts". This
publication is available at each of the 50
Regional Depository Ubraries and many
of the 1,400 Government Depository
Ubraries across the country.
Subscriptions may be purchased from:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office,
Washington. DC 20402 (202) 78323&

When ordering subscription(s], be
sure to specify the State(s) of Interest,
since subscriptions may be ordered for
any or all of the three separate volumes,
aranged by State. Subscriptions include
an annual edition (issued on or about
January 1) which includes all current
general wage determinations for the
States covered by each volume.
Throughout the remainder of the year,
regular weekly updates will be
distributed to subscribers.

NATIONAL FOUNDATION ON THE
ATS AND THE HUMANIES

eetithg of th Mal Advisory Panel

Pursuant to section 10(a)(2) of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (Pub.
L 92-453). as amended, notice is hereby
given that a meeting of the Music
Advisory Panel Uazz Fellowships
Prescreeriing Section) to the National
Council on the Arts will be held on
March 29-30 1990. from a.m.-5:30 p.m.
In Room 730 of the Nancy Hanks Center,
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Washington, DC 20508.

This meeting is for the purpose of
Panel review, discussion, evaluation.
and recommendation on applications for
financial assistance under the National
Foundation on the Arts and the
Humanities Act of 1965, as amended.
including discussion of information
given in confidence to the Agency by
grant applicants. In accordance with the
determination of the Chlairman
published in the Federal Register of
February 13, 1980, these sessions will be
dosed to the public pursuant to
subsections (c)(4). (B) and (9)(B) of
section 552b of Title S. United States
Code.

Further information with reference to
this meeting can be obtained from Ms.
Yvonne 14 Sabine, Advisory Committee
Management Officer, National
Endowment for the Arts, Washington.
DC 20506, or call (202) 682-5433.

Dated. March 20,1990.
Yvonne K Sabln,
Director, CouncilondPanelOperations.
NationolEndowmentfor the Arts.
[FR Doc. 90-873 Filed 3-=2240.45 am]

LLNG COoD 7W-41-9

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
.COMMISSION

Evaluation of Agreement State
RFdiation Control Programs; Proposed
General Statement of Policy

aENC1: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
Acnm: Proposed revision to general
statement of policy.

PA901O UGan. 1990) _ p. 10051. --
100Wm - -S-t Washinaon. DC. this 1ish day of

Rhode bland.
Rye0-i (an. 5 190)- p. 1105, p.

1106
West Virginia.

WVSG-2 (Jn 5 1 ),. p. 1391. p.
1395.

WV9-.3 an .5 1990). .O 1425. P.
1418.

hlal L Mom.,
DirDctor, Dirisaon of WageD nnam ona

[FR Doc. 90-650 Filed 3-22.40 .34 am)
VLj Co ca 0*-27-v

wiUmARr. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission proposes to revise Its
general statement of policy, "Guideliner
for NRC Review of Agreement State
Radiation Control Programs. The
proposed revision to the guidelines was
prepared by the NRC to Incoporate
changes spcifically retated to the

lation of owlee radioactive
waste disposal In permanent disposal
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faclilles. bis statemet dpAcy i
being proposed to hrm tle St9les ead
the public of the criteria and $uidellnes
which the Cownieita t ds to tee in
its periodic evaliations of Agreement
Slatc programs. including, where
appropriate. thxe low-level radoative
waste disposal program. The
Commission considers that thes
revisions are necessary given 1he
present and potential low-level waste
regulatory responsibiffity in Agmewent
States and is requesting comments on
them.
-oATES: Comments are due on orbefore
May 22. 190.
AbDOASSE. Written Caments may he
mailed to The Secretary of the
Commission. MS. Nudear Regulatory
Commission. Washiqgton. DC 20555.
Attentd Dockeling and Service
Branch. Comments may also be
delivered to the Commissicn at 12M55
Rokvflle Pike. Rockvile. Maryland
from 7:45 &m. to 4:15 pLm. Monday
throh Fday. Copies of omments
received b C may be examined at
the NRC Public Documea Room, 2120 L
Street NW. 4Lower Lvel) Washington.
DC.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT.
Vsady L Uiller. Sta teProgrnm Off ce
of Gavermental and ublic Affairs. U.S.
Nuclear Regatory Cwmissian.
Washington. DC 20 Telephone 301-
492-032.
SUPPLEMENTARY MFOMATION.: On fune
4.1987. the NRC published in Abe
Federal Register final revision to its
General Statement of Policy.
Guidelines for Evaluation of Agreement

State Radiation Control Programs" j52
FR 21132). The guidance as
supplemented in that general statement
4f policy es knended o apply th &e
review of all aspects of Agreement State
Radiation Control grams. indxdiin
uranium and thorium recovery program
and low-level radioactive waste
manavementrorans.

hn ?2ireview ellowuve watte
disposal control programs within the
framework of the cunent guidelines, It
has become apparent that some aspects
of the low-level waste disposal control
program for Staies regulating fre
disposal of low-level radio ctive wste
in permanent disposal facilities would
benefit from guidelines which are more
specific to those actlvities.Thls
circumstancee vouied with the fact &at
by 1993 as manry as 14 additional
Agreement States may be licensing the
disposal oflow-level waste In
permanent disposal facilitles in
compliance with the requirements of the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Pcliqy
Amendments Act ofl'i5,'bas prompted:

this proposed rmvoi. All Agreement
State Radiation Control Programs have
revlatay sesponsibites Wted bo
radioactive waste. However. in non-
sied *tates. these z'ponsilities
related cmarily to waste generation
and tUnsportauloa avities.
-ThM Clisproposnbgberein
adeitiona revisions to its General
Statement of Policy, 'Guidelines. for
Evaluationof AZ. eeent State
Prog~rams." in order to specificall1
address the process for reviewr of State
programs wblch rgleate tedis posa of
low-level radioactive waste in
permanent di sal facilities. The
revision will of use in reviewing
State prograiha which regulate the
packang, treatment, dorage.
processing, and transportation of low-
leveradioactive waste.'lhe
supplemental guidance takes into
account the reglator requirements of
10 CFR part 61 and the experience of
States with low-level radioactive waste
regulatory programs. The guidance is
considered to be flexible enough to be
responsive to low-level radioactive
waste disposal caifrotl pqaun which
predated 10 CFR part 61.

Suggested major revisions In tIe
guidelines are i t fw mf additional

nsideatinfor Stals reguating the
disposal of low-bevel eadla waste
in pemanenttdwposal lalities. These
proposed revbisi are not Itended to

State's radiation control progra LRCPJ
ls reviewed. Ther. ioas are
highligted byarrows to faciitte
Identification ofthe changes to the
guidelines. Te WRC In the development
ofthese revisions -ecelved input from
State radiation contor ams A
prelminary aft the d
revisions were sent to a 50 States.
Conments were received frm 21 Stades
and hese o e were incoporated
where apprqpriawe

Majorrevisions i sled for States
ating e disposaof low-ievel

radioactive waste In permaent dispal
fasc3tides and the reasons for tIe
suggested revisions are as follows:

Lagislatlee md Reldlaln
1. Agreement States should lave lear

legal authority to Issue iggulatons &Dr
low-level radioactive waste
management and disposal and to
relate disposal pursuant to applicaile
laws and regulations. Further, statutes
should provide for the separation of the
regulatory function fro the
de et and operational funclons.
In many States which wl -e zqulaI
the disposal of low-levil waste In
permanent disposal fascilities. existing

legislation wirA estabtbes the
authority of the State uM be
adequately brmoa. 1kewe becease of
the complexity and divesity of lw-
level radioactive waste (LLW)
regulatm It is menlial that States
which wRIl e the responsbity cf
regulatg the disposal oflLW in
erament diposal fescilities mevst

their enabV legisation aed efiect
cl es e nary.

SMts w i will be bathig faxilities
for e s a ha en diver
paths to d laleen e dsevlpmetl
*rd opartns "_amibtlites br
disposalader he Low~ete
Radioacdtve Wae PoKcy Acl. b e
early stages cf prmesz developawaL f
is sometimes fficastforStates o
separate the developmental mid
operational fctions (mm the-_ f1kam Te COnwals
.considers separato otffe segulay
function from the dewelepmentl an
operational waste management
functions essential to assure the
avoidance of conrfict ot interest andL
ultznatelr. to protIct 'piblic health and
safety. Therofae. Stale statutes

Myadrsinx Radicmciv wasl
maament duddo dea disiz"
b and Vmvide a rardsm fix
separation of e management
regulatory functions and waste
management developmental and
operational functions br She diqosal of
low-level radioactive waste in
permanet disposal fa£ res.
Organation

1. The Commission suggests a new
Category I indicator. 'Contractual
Assistance. for State regulahrig the
disposal of low-level radioactive waste
1dpposa a ent facIte s. The
Indicatoresses the mptance of
having t wpebIltytoAoqWire a broad
rAe of lechical and Yen"o ervioes
eant mely bmls Reirdhv the
reguatkm of LLW Ia permanent
disposel fcilits these wervicas re
likely to be both radiogical and n-
radioogical In natue Because of the
potential for conflict of interest, the
Commission also suggests that the RCP
avoid contractors which are affiliated in
some way with the developmental or
opersional aspects of LLW
management at permanent dipoaal
facilities.
Management and Adminsration

t WkhM the IndicalQr "Quuliyof
Emergazr Planning" the Commission
recommends an emergency sespome
pla Specifically .ressing
emergeneles associated with low-level
wasle forSletes egudating the disposal
of lowlevel radioactive waste in
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* permanent disposal fadlities. Te
diversity of activities associated wfth
the transportation. handling, storage.
and disposal of LLW suggests the
potential for both radiological and non-
radiological emergencies or unusual
which should be covered in the State
RCP radiological emezgency response
plan. The plan should at a isnimum be
reassessed in light of LLW regulatory
responsibilities and its content
evaluated against plausible ULW
emergencies (spills, fires, sudden
releases to the bioshpere. etc.

2. Within the indicator Budfet.' the
Commission recommends adequate
budgetary resources In the RCP. It
should be recognized that the level of
effort required of the RCP in States
regulating the disposal of lowevel
radioactive waste in permanent disposal
facilities will be a function of the life
cycle of a low-level waste disposal
facility. During licensing and operations,
the regulatory program will be more
resource Intensive then during dite
development or post-closure. A State
should have adequate budgetary
resources to respond to the changing
needs of the RCP in a way that Is not
disruptive to the program's mission.
During resource Intensive periods where
growth is mandated, the budget should
allow for the orderly mobilization of
personnel and contractual resources as
well as goods and services During
periods when less resources ae
required, the budget should allow for
orderly demobilization that has minimal
impact on employee morale.

3. Within the indicator 'Laboratory
Support." the Commission recommends
a diversity of laboratory services
beyond those normally associated with
a State RCP for States regulating the
disposal of low-level radioactive waste
in permanent disposal facilities. Since
the non-radiological performance of
waste packages and engineering
materials can affect the potential for
radioactive releases from a waste site,
the RCP should have access to
laboratory facilities which can test the
performance of the packages and
materials. In addition, environmental
monitoring associated with regulation of
waste facilities involves a diversity of
sampling media, sampling procedures.
and testing procedures for both
radioactive andi n-nradioactive
constituents. Laboratory facilities
should be available which can respond
to this diversity of envirnmental
monitoring needs.

4. Within the indicator
"Management," the C e misso
recmends the use of an owralU
project manag fr complex Viensing

actions. This rewommeadatfon is
particularly applicable to the review of
an initial Jicee application or major
jmendment for a low-level radioactive
waste permanent dispoal facility. The
project manager ahould have trsining or
experience In one or more of the main
disciplines related to the technical
reviews which he will be coordinating
such as health physics. engineering.
earth science or environmental science.
The complexity and diversity of reviews
associated with such an action suggest
the need for one Individual to plan the
work effort, mobilized and direct the
resources, specify level of effort and
desired end products, assemble and
Integrate the results of technical
reviews, and pranulgate the results.
Depending on the State's organizational
structure, the results may be In the form
of a licensing decision made by the
project manager In concert wtth his or
her immediate management or in the
form of meoinmendatioos passed on to
an Independent licensing authority.

5. Within the indicator "Office
Equipment and Supplies." the
Commission suggests that a license
document management system may be
useful for dealing with the diversity and
volume of documents associated with a
LLW disposal licensing action. Tlis may
be as simple as an upgraded filing
system which Is responsive to all the
various categories of LLW documents.
In its extreme it could be a highly
sophistiated electronic data
management system with a continuing
need for database managemenL
Regardless, the Commission believes
that such a document management
system greatly facilitates the licensing
process.

6. Within the indicator "Public
Information," the Commission
recommends public irrvolvement In
major licensing actions associated with
a LLW facility. Public involvement has
become a vital entity in the decision
making process within developmental
aspects of low-level waste management
It Is the opinion of the Commission that
this involvement can and should carry
over into the licensin process. The
public should be informed of major
licensing Issues. given an opportunity to
coent on or supplement those isues.
and given an opprtunilty to participate
in the resolution of those Issues.
Personnel

1. The Commission considers the
cornerstone of an effective low-level
waste disposal regulatory program for
States is a staff with training and
experience In key technical disciplines
related to waste management. At a
minimum these include health physics or

radiation protection, engineering, earth
science, ad envi nntal science. The
Commission conside that therm are a
number of specialty areas within these
umbrella disciplines and other separate
technca areas which must be
addressed In the process of licensing
and regulation of ow{level waste
disposal. However. the Commission
understands that It is unrealistic to
expect that State RCP will be
represented by all of these discipifnes
on a full-time basis. It is more realistic
to expect that the various spcialty
disciplines will be accessed on a case
specific basis through a contract or an
interagency agreement. The Commission
does consider a cadre of ful-time staff
with training and experience in the
general backgrounds specified above
necessary to direct the various
specialists to understand and evaluate
their products, to Integrate those
products into a regulatory support
document. and to take regulatory ction
based on the results of these activities.

£ Within the indicator -Qualiications
of Technical Staff," the Commission
recommends the use of engineers, earth
scientists, and environmental scientists
for States regulating the disposal of low-
level radioactive waste in addition to
staff with the type of training and
experience usually associated with a
State RCP. as discussed above.

3. Within the indicator "Staffing
Level." the Comission recommends an
RCP staff effort of 3-4 frofessional
technical person-years for the regulation
of the operation of low-level radioactive
waste disposal facilities. Staff resources
should be adequate to conduct
inspectins on a routine basis drg
operation of the llW faciity, inuding
Inspection of Incoing shipments and
license site activities. The staff
reiterates that, during certain key
periods. the RCP will need to be
augmented with additional staff or
consultants.

4. Within the Indcator Training." the
Commission recomends that the State
take advantage of opportunities for
specialized training for staff responsible
for regulation of uranium mill programs
and low-level waste programs. his
represents no change In the guidelines
related to mill porams. It does seek to
emphasize the diversity of regulatory
activities associated with waste
disposal In permanent facIlities and. In
many cases, the difference in these
activities from those normally
associated with the radiation control
program. Specialized trainIng In
response to thse fferencs is
suggested.

%I
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'Licensing
1. Within the indicator Technical

Quality of Licensing Actions," the
Commission recommends the addition
of specific guidelines related to the
technical quality of licensing actions
associated with the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. The additional
guidelines are intended to address the
elements of LLW licensing that may not
be otherwise addressed in radioactive
materials or facilities licensing. These
include such elements as: (1) waste
product and volume- (2) personnel
qualifications; (3) facilities and
equipment (4) operating and emergency
procedures; (5) applicant's financial
qualifications and assurances; (6)
closure and decommissioning
procedures; and (7) institutional
arrangements with other institutions.

2. Within the indicator "Adequacy of
Product Evaluations." the Commission
recommends the systematic
documentation of the approval process
for waste packages, solidification and
stabilization processes. or other vendor
products employed to treat radioactive
waste for disposal. Within the 10 CFR
Part 61 systems approach to radioactive
waste disposal. the Commission
considers the waste form to be a vital
component of waste containment. For
this reason, approval of the systems,
components, and products which
comprise the waste form is as important
to the overall performance of the
permanent waste disposal facility as the
approval of the facility Itself

3. Within the indicator "Licensing
Procedures," the Commission
recommends the development and use
of licensing guides, standards, and
procedures which apply specifically to

' LLW licensing. The reason for this
recommendation relates to the
uniqueness and complexity of the LLW

\licensing process. Specific procedures
and approval standards will facilitate
the licensing process for both the
licensee and the regulator by allowing a
common understanding of the process
by which an application will be
reviewed and the standards against
which an application will be evaluated.
Compliance

1. Within the indicator "Status of
Inspection Program," the Commission
specifies that inspection procedures in
*all Agreement States should provide for
the Inspection of licensees' waste
generation activities under the State's
jurisdiction. The Commission recognizes
that States regulating the disposal of

- low-level radioactive wastes within
their borders have little, if any, means to
assure that wastes entering from

another State has been properly
classified, packaged, and labelled.
Implementation of 10 CFR part 61
requirements for classification,
treatment. packaging. and labelling of
low-level radioactive waste by waste
generators Is considered a cornerstone
of the systems approach to radioactive
waste management Therefore, the
Commission considers that all agencies
which regulate waste generator
activities have the primary obligation to
ensure, through their regulatory
activities, that generators are in
compliance with these requirements.

Z. Within the indicator "Status of
Inspection Program,' the Commission
recommends that the RCP should
include provisions for the various types
of inspections that will be required
during the various phases of the LLW
facility life cycle. Many of the
inspections associated with a LLW
facility will be non-radiological in
nature, concerned instead with
construction practices, performance of
engineering materials and engineered
systems, and verification of system
performance. This suggests the need for
the multidisciplinary approach to
compliance assessment that is suggested
in other parts of the regulatory program.

In addition, inspections should be
conducted on a routine basis during the
operation of the LLW facility, including
inspection of incoming shipments and
licensee site activities.

3. Within the indicator "Inspectors
Performance and Capability," the
Commission recommends
multidisciplinary team inspections. The
reason for this recommendation is
discussed in 2 above.

4. Within the indicator "Confirmatory
Measurements", the Commission
recommends that the RCP for States
regulating the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste facilities have the
capability of confirming non-radiologica
as well as radiological aspects of
licensed operations. Because of the
importance of soils and engineering
materials In overall facility performance
the RCP should have the capability of
confirming performance of the materials
Furthermore, because of the diversity of
material which will be disposed of at thi
facility, it is important that the RCP be
able to confirm the presence or absence
of both radiological and non-
radiological constituents in
environmental analyses.

GUIDELINES FOR NRC REVIEW OF
AGREEMENT STATE RADIATION
CONTROL PROGRAMS, 1990

Introduction

Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act
was enacted by the Congress In 1959 to
recognize the interests of the States in
atomic energy, to clarify the respective
responsibilities of State and Federal
Governments, and to provide a
mechanism for States to enter into
formal agreements with the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC), and later the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), under which the States assume
regulatory authority over byproduct.
source, and small quantities of special
nuclear materials, collectively referred
to-as agreement materials. The
mechanism by which the NRC
discontinues and the States assume
reguli tory authority over agreement
materials is an Agreement between the
Govemor of a State and the
Commission. Before entering into an
Agreement. the Governor is required to
certify that the State has a regulatory
program that is adequate to protect the
public health and safety. In addition, the
Comrrmission must perform an
independent evaluation and make a
finding that the State's program is
adequate from the health and safety
standpoint and compatible with the
Cosmiission's regulatory program.

Current Guidelines

In 1981, the Commission published a
major revision of the guide for review of
A4 reement State programs (two earlier
revisions reflected primarily minor and
editorial changes). These Guidelines
constitute Commission policy In the
form of a document entitled "Guidelines
for NRC Review of Agreement State
Radiation Control Programs." This
document provides guidance for
evaluation of operating Agreement State
programs based on over 20 years of
combined AEC-NRC experience in
administering the Agreement State
program. In 1985. Commission staff
initiated minor updating, clarifying and
editorial changes reflecting the
experience gained with the 1981 policy
statement asThose changes were
promulgated In June 1987.4

WIn 1988. the Commission staff
Initiated revisions to the Review
Guidelines to improve reviews of State
regulatory programs for the disposal of
low-level radioactive waste. The revised
document will be used by NRC in its
review of those State programs which
regulate the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste in permanent disposal
facilities. It will also be used to

I
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strengthen the review of Slate proams
which regulate other aspects of
radioactive waste management. such as
packaging. treatment storage and
transportation.4

The "Guidelines" contain six sections,
each dealing with one of the essential
elements of a radiatim control program
(RCP) whkd arm l islation and
Regulations. Organfzation. Management
and Administration. PersonneL
Licensing, and Compliance Each section
contains (a) a summary of the general
significance of the program element. (b)
Indicators which address specific
functions within the progrm element.
and (c) guielines which delineate
specific objectives or operational goals
under each indicator.
Categories of Indicatou

The indicators listed in this document
cover a wide range of program
functions. both technical and
administrative. It should be recognized
that the indicators, and the guidelines
under each Indicator, are not of equal
importance in terms of the fundamental
goal of a radiation control program. le.
protection of the public health and
safety. Therefore, the indicators are
categorized in terms of their importance
to the fundamental goal of protecting the
public health and safety. Two categories
are u'ed.

C. 2gory -Direct Bearing on Health
and Safety. Category I Indicators (and
the Program Elements of which they are
a part) are:
* Legal Authority (Legislation and

Regulations)
* Status and Compatibility of

Regulations (Legislation and
Regulations)

* Quality of Emergency Planning
(Management and Adistration)

* Technical Quality of Licensing
Actions (Licensing)

* Adequacy of Product Evaluations
(Licensin)

* Status of Inspection Program
(Compliance)

* Inspection Frequency (Compliance)
* Inspectos' Performance and

Capability (Compliance)
* Response to Actual and Alleged

Incidents (Compliance]
* Enforcement Procedures (Compliance)

These indicators address primary
program functions which diredly relate
to the State'# ability to protect the public
health and safety. If significant
problems exist in one or more Category I
indicator areas, then the need for
improvements may be critical.
Legislation and regulations together
form the foundation for the entire
program establishing the framework for
the licensing and compliance programs.

Te technical feview of lcense
applications Is the Initial step hi the
regulatory process. he evahation of
applicant qualifications, facilities.
equipment. and procedures by the
regulatory agency is essential to assure
protection of the public from radiation
hazards manocated with the proposed
activities Assuring that licensees fulfill
the ommitments made in ther
applications and that they observe the
requirements set forth in the regulations
is the objetive of the compliance
program. The essential elements of an
adequate compliance program are (1)
the conduct of onsite Inspections of
licensee activities. (2) the performance
of these inspections by competent staf£L
and (3) the taking of appropriate
enforcement actions. Another very
important factor is the ability to plan
for. respond effectively to, and
Investigate radiation incidents.

Category a-Essential Technical and
Administrative Support. Category II
Indicators (and the Progsra Elements of
which they are a part) are.
* Location of Radiation Control

Program Within State Organization
(Organization)
*Iternal Organization of Radiation
Control Program (Organization)

* Legal Assistance (Organization)
* Technical Advrisory Committees

(Organization)
* Contractual Assistance (Organization)
* Budget (Managment nd

Administration)
• Laboratory Support (Management and

Administration)
* Administrative Procedures

(Management and Admini tratdn)
* Management (Management and

Administration)
* Office Equipment and Support

Services (Management ad
Administration)

* Public Information lManagement and
Administration)

* Qualifications of Technical Staff
(Personnel)

* Staffing Level [Personnel)
* Staff Supervision (Personnel)
*Training (Personnel)
* Staff Continuity (Personnel)
* Licensing Procedures (Lcensing
* ipecfon Procedurs (Compliance)
* lnspection Reports (Comliance)
* Confirmatory Measurements

(Compliance)
These indicators address program

functions which provide essential
technical and adinistrative support for
the primary program functions. Good
performance in meeting the guidelines.
for these indicators Is essential In order
to avoid the development of problems in
one or more of the primary program
functions, 4Ie. those that fall xier

Category I indicators. Category nI
indicatorn frequently can be used to
Identify mrderlying problems that are
causin. or contributing to, difficulties In
Category I indicator.

It is the NRC's intention to use these
categories in the following manner. hn
reporting findmigs to State management,
the NRC will Indicate the category of
each comment made. If no significant
Category I comments are provided, this
will indicate that the progrm is
adequate to protect the public health
and safety and Is compatible with the
NRC's program. If one or more
significant Category I coaments are
provided, the State will be notified that
the program deficiencies may seriously
affect the State's ability to protect the
public health and safety and that the
need of bnprovement in particular
program areas is critical. The MC
would request an Immediate response.
If. following receipt and evaluatiou the
State's response appears satisfactory in
addressing the significant Category I
comments. the staff may offer finding of
adequacy and compatibility as
appropriate or defer such offering until
the State's actions are examined and
their effectiveness confirmed In a
subsequent review. If additional
information is needed to evaluate the
State's actions, the staff may request the
information through follow-up
correspondence or perform a follow-up
or special. limited Teview. NRC staff
may hold a special meeting with
appropriate State representatives. No
significant items will be left unresolved
over a prolonged periok If the State
program does not Improve or if
additional sggnificant Category I
deficiences have developed. a staff
finding that the Program Is not adequate
will be considered and the NRC may
Instute proceedings to suspend or
revoke all or part of the Agreement in
accordance with Section 2741 of the Act.
The Commission will be informed of the
results of the reviews of the individual
Agreement State programs and copies of
the review correspondence to the States
wlll be placed in the NRC Public
Document Room.

Category U comments concern
functions and actties which support
the State program and therefore would
not be critical to the State's ability to
protect the public. The State will be
asked to respond to these comments and
the State's actions will be evaluated
during the next regular program review.

It should be reognized that the
categorization pertains to the
significance of the overall indicator and
not to each of the gaidelines within that
indicator. For example. "Technical
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Quality of Licensing Actions" is a
Category I indicator. The review of
license applications for the purpose of
evaluating the applicant's qualifications,
facilities, equipment. and procedures is
essential to assuring that the public
health and safety is being protected.
One of the guidelines under this
indicator concerns prelicensing visits.
The need for such visits depends on the
nature of the specific case and is a
matter of judgment on the part of the
licensing staff. The success of a State
program in meeting the overall objective
of the indicator does not depend on
literal adherence to each recommended
guideline.

The "Guidelines for NRC Review of
Agreement State Radiation Control
Programs" will be used by the NRC staff
during its onsite reviews of Agreement
State programs. PAt least once each
year. there will be onsite communication
between the NRC staff and each State
either as a result of a routine review or a
review site visit. A routine review is a
total assessment of each Agreement
State program and is conducted at least
biannually.! review visit is a trip to the
Agreement State to assess the status of
the State program and to address any
special concerns within the State
program. Additional contacts may also
be made through special or follow-up
reviews. 4

In making a finding of adequacy, the
NRC considers areas of the State
program which are critical to protection
of the public health and safety. For
example, a State that is not carrying out
its inspection program, or fails to
respond to significant radiological
incidents would not be considered to
have a program adequate to protect the
public health and safety. Basic radiation
protection standards, such as exposure
limits, also directly affect the State's
ability to protect public health and
safety. The NRC feels that it Is
important to strive for a high degree of
uniformity in technical definitions and
terminology, particularly as related to
units of measurement and radiation
dose. Maximum permissible doses and
levels of radiation and concentrations of
radioactivity in unrestricted areas as
specified In 10 CFR part 20 are
considered to be important enough to
require States to be essentially
equivalent In this area in order to
protect public health and safety.

Certain procedures. such as those
involving the licensing of products
containing radioactive material intended
for interstate commerce, also require a
high degree of uniformity. If no serious
performance problems are found in an
Agreement State program and If Its

standards and program procedures are
compatible with the NRC program, a
finding of adequacy and compatibility is
made.

w It should be noted that the
categories of indicators, and the
significance thereof. apply equally to the
regulation of uranium and thorium
recovery and associated wastes, low-
level radioactive waste management, as
well as the overall radiation control
program. Any differences in the
guidelines for review of uranium mill
tailings programs or low-level waste
programs are specified within the
Individual program elements '
Prigram Element Legislation and
Regulations

'he effectiveness of any State
radiation control program (RCP) is
dependent upon the underlying authority
granted the RCP in State legislation, and
implemented in the State regulations.
Regulations provide the foundation upon
which licensing, inspection, and
enforcement decisions are made.
Regulations also provide the standards
and rules by which the licensee must
operate. Periodic revisions are ncessary
to reflect changing technology, improved
knowledge, current recommendations by
technical advisory groups, and
consistency with NRC regulations.
Procedures for providing input to the
NRC on proposed changes to NRC
regulations are necessary to assure
consideration of the State's interests
and requirements. The public nd, In
particular, affected classes of licensees
should be granted the opportunity and
time to comment on rule changes.

Indicators and Guidelines

Legal Authority (Category l)
* Clear statutory authority should

exist, designating a State radiation
control agency and providing for
promulgation of regulations, licensing.
inspection and enforcement.

* States regulating uranium or
thorium recovery and associated wastes
pursuant to the Uranium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act of 1978
(UMTRCAJ must have statutes enacted
to establish clear authority for the State
to carry out the requirements of
UMTRCA

Am States regulating the disposal of
low-level radioactive waste In
permanent disposal facilities must have
statutes that provide authority for the.
Issuance of regulations for low-level
waste management and disposal. The
statutes should also provide regulatory
program authority and provide for the
separation of regulatory functions from

developmental and operational
functions.' I
Status and Compatibility of Regulations
(Category I)

* The State must have regulations
essentially identical to 10 CFR parts 19
and 20 (radiation dose standards.
effluent limits, waste manifest rule and
certain other parts). Part S1 (technical
definitions and requirements.
performance objectives, financial
assurances) and those required by
UMTRCA. as implemented by part 40.

* The State should adopt other
regulations to maintain a high degree of
uniformity with NRC regulations.

* For those regulations deemed a
matter of compatibility by NRC, State
regulations'should be amended as soon
as practicable but no later than three
years.

* The RCP has established
procedures for effecting appropriate
amendments to State regulations In a
timely manner, normally within three
years of adoption by NRC.

* Opportunity should be provided for
the public tacomment on proposed
changes (required by UMTRCA for
uranium mill regulation).

* Pursuant to the terms of the
Agreement. opportunity should be
provided for the NRC to comment on
draft changes in State regulations.
Program Element Organization

The effectiveness of any State RCP
may be dependent upon its location
within the overall State organizational
structure. The RCP should be in a
position to compete effectively with
other health and safety programs for
budget and staff. Program management
must have access to individuals or
groups which establish health and
safety program priorities. The RCP
should be organized to achieve a high
degree of efficiency in supervision, work
functions, and communications.
Indicators and Guidelines
Location of Radiation Control Program
Within State Organization (Category 11)

* The RCP should be located in a
State organization parallel with
comparable~health and safety programs.
'The Program Director should have
access to appropriate levels of State
management.

i'h .ee d prU is nr .

aqendeal haound be determined for each State
individually. In ielacti, lthis leveL each Stat.
should have a eystem o checks to demonstrate that
confcts or inteet between dte squlatory function
and devopmental and operational functions will
Dot adW.4<
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. Where regulatory responsibilities
are divided between State agencies,
clear understandings should exist as to
division of responsibilities and
requirements for coordination.
Internal Organization of Radiation
Control Program (Category la)

T The RCP should be organized with
the view toward achieving an
acceptable degree of staff efficiency.
place appropriate emphasis on major
program functions, and provide specific
lines of supervision from program
management for the execution of
program policy.

* Where regional offices or other
government agencies are utilized, the
lines of communication and
administrative control between these
offices and the central office (Program
Director) should be clearly drawn to
provide uniformity in licensing and
inspection policies, procedures and
supervision.
Legal Assistance (Category II)

* Legal staff should be assigned to
assist the RCP or procedures should
exist to obtain legal assistance
expeditiously.Legal staff should be
knowledgeable regarding the RCP
program, statutes, and regulations.

Technical Advisory Committees
(Category 11)

* Technical committees, Federal
agencies, and other resource
organizations should be used to extend
staff capabilities for unique or
technically complex problems.

* A State Medical Advisory
Committee should be used to provide
broad guidance on the uses of
radioactive drugs in or on humans. The
Committee should represent a wide
spectrum of medical disciplines. The
Committee should advise the RCP on
policy matters and regulations related to
use of radioisotopes in or on humans.

* Procedures should be developed to
avoid conflict of interest, even though
committees are advisory. This does not
mean that representatives of the
regulated community should not serve
on advisory committees or not be used
as consultants.
Contractual Assistance (Category I)

eo Because of the diversity and
complexity of low-level radioactive
waste disposal licensing and regulation,
States reglating the disposal of low-
level radioactive waste in permanent
disposal facilities should have
procedures and mechanisms in place for
timely acquisition of technical and
vendor services necessary to support

these functions that are not otherwise
available within the RCP.

* The RCP should avoid the selection
of contractors who have been selected
to provide developmental or operational
services associated with the LLW
facility.
Progam Element: Management and
Administration

State RCP management must be able
to meet program goals through strong,
direct leadership at all levels of
supervision. Administrative procedures
are necessary to assure uniform and
appropriate treatment of all regulated
parties. Procedures for receiving
information on radiological incidents.
emergency response. and providing
Information to the public are necessary.
Procedures to provide feedback to
supervision on status and activities of
the RCP are necessary. Adequate
facilities, equipment and support
services are needed for optimum
utilization of personnel resources.
Laboratory support services should be
administered by the RCP or be readily
available through established
administrative procedures.

In order to meet program goals, a
State RCP must have adequate
budgetary support. The total RCP budget
must provide adequate funds for
salaries, travel costs associated with the
compliance program, laboratory and
survey instrumentation and other
equipment, contract services, and other
administrative costs. The program
budget must reflect annual changes in
the number and complexity of
applications and licenses, and the
increase in costs due to normal inflation.
indicators and Guidelines
Quality of Emergency Planning
(Category I)

* The State RCP should have a
written plan in response to Incidents at
licensee facilities which takes into
account such incidents as spills.
overexposures, transportation accidents,
fire or explosion, theft. etc. o.Plans for
States regulating the disposal of low-
level radioactive waste in permanent
disposal facilities should include
response to emergencies associated with
the disposal of low-level radioactive
waste.

* The plan should define the
responsibilities and actions to be taken
by State agencies. The plan should be
specific as to persons responsible for
initiating response actions, conducting
operations and cleanup.

* Emergency communication
procedures should be adequately
established with appropriate local

county and State agencies. Plans should
be distributed to appropriate persons
and agencies. NRC should be provided
the opportunity to comment on the plan
while in draft form.

* The plan should be reviewed
annually by Program staff for adequacy
and to determine that content is current.
Periodic drills should be performed to
test the plan.
Budget (Category U)

* Operating funds should be sufficient
to support program needs such as staff
travel necessary to the conduct of an
effective compliance program, including
routine inspections. follow-up or special
Inspections, (including pre-licensing
visits) and responses to incidents and
other emergencies. instrumentation and
other equipment to support the RCP,
administrative costs in operating the
program including rental charges,
printing costs, laboratory services.
computer and/or word processing
support, preparation of correspondence
office equipment, hearing costs, etc., as
appropriate. ..States regulating the
disposal of low-level radioactive waste
in permanent disposal facilities should
have adequate budgetary resources to
allow for changes in funding needs
during the LLW facility life cycle. The
sources of program funding should be
stable and protected from competition
from or invasion by other State
programs. 4

* Principal operating funds should be
from sources which provide continuity
and reliability. I e, general tax, license
fees. etc. Supplemental funds may be
obtained through contracts, cash grants.
etc.

Laboratory Support (Category II)

* The RCP should have laboratory
support capability In house, or readily
available through established
procedures, to conduct bloassays,
Analyze environmental samples, analyze
samples collected by Inspectors, etc. on
a priority established by the RCP.

A.s In addition. States regulating the
disposal of low-level radioactive waste
in permanent disposal facilities should
have access to laboratory support for
radiological and non-radiological
analyses associated with the licensing
and regulation of low-level waste
disposal. including testing of soils,
testing of environmental media, testing
of engineering properities of waste
packages and waste forms, and testing
of other engineering materials used in
the disposal of low-evel radioactive
waste.4

I
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Administrative Procedures (Category U)
The RCP should establish written

internal policy andmliml fire
procedurefllo assure that program
functions are carried out as required and
to provide a high degree of uniformity
and continuity in regulatory practices
These procedures should address iternl
processing of license applications.
inspection policies, decommissioning
and license termination. fee collection.
contacts with communication media,
conflict of interest policies for
employees, exchange-of-information and
other functions required ofthe program.
Administrative procedures are in
addition to the technical procedures
utilized in licensing and inspection and
enforcement
Management (Category 1i)

Program management should
receive periodic reports from the staff
on the status of regulatory actions
(backlogs, problem cases inquiries.
regulation revisions).

* RCP management should
periodically assess workload trends,
resources and changes in legislative and
regulatory responsibilities to forecast
needs for increased staff. equipment.
services and funding.

* Program management should
perform periodic reviews of selected
license cases handled by each reviewer
and document the results. Complex
licenses (major manufacturers. in.low-
level radioactive waste disposal
facilities, a Type A broad scope license.
and any licenses which have the
potential for significant releases to the
environment) should receive second
party review (supervisory, conmmittee,
consultant). Supervisory review of
inspections, reports and enforcement
actions should also be performed.

a* For the hmplementation of very
complex licensing actions. such as Initial
license reviews, license renewals and
licensing actions associated with a low-
level radioactive waste disposal facility,
there should be an overall Project
Manager responsible for the
coordination and compilation of the
diverse technical reviews necessary for
the completion of the licensing action.
The Project Manager should have
training or experience in one or more of
the main disciplines related to the
technical reviews whckh the Project
Manager will be coordinatin&g uuchas
engineerig, earth science or
environmental science..4

When regional offices or other-
govemrment agencies we utilized.
program management should conduct-
periodic audits of these offices.

Off-K Equipam and Sesport Services
(Category II)

* Ile RCP should have adequate
secretarial and clerical support
Automatic typing and Astomatic Data
Processing and retrieval capability
should be available to large (greater
than 3W-40 licenses) programs. Similar
services should be available to regional
offices, if utilized

em States regulating the dispCidal of
low-level radioactive waste in
permanent disposal facilities should
develop and implement a license
document management system
commensurate with the volume and
diversity of materials associated with a
low-level waste disposal facility
license.4

* Professional licensing, inspection.
and enforcement staff should not be
used for fee collection and other clerical
duties.
Public Information (Category Il)

* Inspection and licensing files should
be available to the public consistent
with State administrative procedures. It
Is desirable, however, that there be
provisions for protecting proprietary
information and clearly personal
Information from public disclosure.

* Opportunity for public hearings
should be provided in accordance with
UMTRCA and applicable State
administrative procedure laws during
the process of major licensing actions
associated with UMTRCA and low-level
radioactive waste in permanent disposal
facilities
Program Element Personnel

The RCP must be staffed with a
sufficient number of trained personnel
,The evaluation of license applications
and the conduct of inspections require
staff with In-depth training and
experience in radiation protection and
related subjects. sin addition. in States
regulating low-level radioactive waste
facilities, the RCP should be staffed with
Individuals with training and experience
In enieerng earth science. and

be adequate tn number to asure
licensing, inspection, and enforcement
actions of appropriate quality to aswxre
protection of the public health and
safety. Periodic training of existing staff-
s necessary to maIntain capal ities In

a rapidly n kechnol l
environment. Program management
personnel must be uaiedl to erclse
adequate superviion inU alspacts of a
State railatiot ontrol program.

Indixtors endGaidelines

Qualificatiors of Technical Staff
(Category 14)

* Professional staff should hove
bachelor's degree or equivalent training
in the physical and/or life sciences.
Additional training and experience in
radiatio protection for senior personnel
including the director of the radiation
protection program should be
commensurate with the type of licenses
issued and inspected by the State. sFor
States regulating uranium mills and mill
tailings, staff trainig and experience
should also include hydrology, geology.
and structural engineering. For
programs which regulate the disposal of
low-level radioactive waste in
permanent facilities, staff training and
experience should include civil or
mechanical engineering, geology,
hydrology, and other earth science, and
environmental ience. Is

* Written job descriptions should be
prepared so that professional
qualifications needed to finl vacancies
can be readily Identified.
Staffing Level (Category U)

* Professional staffing level should be
approximately 1-1.5 persons-years per
100 licenses in effect. The RCP must not
have less than two professionals
available with training and experience
to operate the RCP in a way which
provides continuous cov rage and
continuity.

* For States regulating uranium mills
and mill tailings. current indications are
that 2-2.75 professional person-years of
effort, (including in situ mills) or major
renewal to meet requirements of
Uranium NU1 Tailings Radiation Control
Act of 1SM

P a States which reguate the disposal /
of low4evel radioactive waste In
permanent disposal facilities should
aBow an annal baseline RCP staff
effort of 34 professional technical l
peron-ears. Staff resources should be
adequate to conduct Inspections on a
routine basis during operation of the
LLLW facility. indcding Inspection of
Incomvig shipments and licensee site
activitieL During periods of peak
activity, additional staff or specialty
consultants should be available on a L
timely basis. For example. processing
license application would require a /1

* mn im~ums of eight A n tf-rear plus v
c oniatulsis m t To S a cpl t

* '|AMdtiobsI p5s0mms X asvl X *~e Ofedls
fof Giiidainc *at Ukum§ NCI Stowr

T h re o tb y 6Iates T h mb A e m S (4 8 F R ?5 4E
parnaa n 21196 . 46 FR i .Q July iL 1u 1 and 48
FR 332?a Dwi 5 s15e)
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review within 15 months from the date
of receipt of the application, as required
under section 9(2) of the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments
Act of 1965. -
Staff Supervision (Category 11)

* Supervisory personnel should be
adequate to provide guidance and
review the work of senior and junior
personnel.

* Senior personnel should review
applications and inspect licenses
Independently, monitor work of junior
personnel and participate in the
establishment of policy.

* Junior personnel should be initially
limited to reviewing license applications
and inspecting small programs under

appropriate for determining that the
applicant can operate safely and In,
compliance with the regulations and
license conditions. An acceptable
licensing program includes: preparation
and use of Internal licensing guides and
policy memoranda to assure technical
quality in the licensing program (when
appropriate, such as In small programs.
NRC Guides may be used); consultation
and prelicensing inspection of complex
facilities (e.g.. uwaste disposal sites,<
mills. irradiators, etc4 and the
*Implementation of administrative
procedures to assure documentation and
maintenance of adequate files and
records.
Indicators and Guidelines

appropriate ANSI Guides should be
sufficient to assure integrity and safety
for users.

* The RCP should review
manufacturer's information in labels and
brochures relating to radiation health
and safety. assay, and calibration
procedures for adequacy.

* Approval documents for sealed
source or device designs should be
clear, complete, and accurate as to
Isotopes, forms, quantities. uses,
drawing Identifications, and permissive
or restrictive conditions.

so Approval documents for
radioactive waste packages,
solidification and stabilization media, or
other vendor products used to treat
radioactive waste for disposal should be

close supervision. Technical Quality of Licensing Actions complete and accurate as to the use,
Training (Category 1) (Category I) capabilities, limitations, and site specific

* Senior personnel should have * The RCP should assure that restrictions associated with each
attended NRC core courses in licensing essential elements of applications have proddCt 4
orientation, inspection procedures, been submitted to the agency, and that Licensing Procedures (Category U)
medical practices and industrial these elements meet current regulatory
radiography practices. guidance for describing the isotopes and * ¶be RCP should have internal

* The RCP should have a program to quantities to be used, qualifications of licensing guides, checklists, and policy
utilize specific short courses and persons who will use material, facilities memoranda consistent with current
workshops to maintain an appropriate and equipment, and operating NRC practice.
level of staff technical competence in emergency procedures sufficient to 90 6nStates which regulate the
areas of changing technology, establish the basis for licensing actions. disposal of low-level radioactive waste

em In States with regulatory >. Additionally, in States which regulate in permanent disposal facilities, the RCP
responsibility for uranium mills or the the disposal of low-level radioactive should have program specific licensing
disposal of low-level radioactive waste waste In permanent disposal facilities, guides, plans and procedures for license
in permanent disposal facilities, staff the RCP should assure that essential review, minimum approval standards,
should be afforded opportunities for elements of waste disposal applications and policy memoranda which relate to
training which is consistent with the meet current regulatory guidance for specific aspects of waste disposal. The
needs of those programs..4 waste product and volume, program should include the preparation

qualifications of personnel, facilities and of safety evaluation reports, product
Staff Continuity (Category H) equipment, operating and emergency certifications, or similar documentation

* Staff turnover should be minimized procedures, financial qualifications and of license review and approval
by combinations of opportunities for assurances, closure and process.
training, promotions, and competitive decommissioning procedures and ft License applicants (including
salaries. Institutional arrangements in a manner applicants for renewals) should be

* Salary levels should be adequate to sufficient to establish a basis for furnished copies of applicable guides
recruit and retain persons of appropriate licensing action. Licensing activities and regulatory positions.
professional qualifications. Salaries should be adequately documented * The present compliance status of
should be comparable to similar includin safety evaluation reports. icensees, should be considered In
employment in the geographical area. product certifications or similar licensing actions

* The RCP organization structure documentation of the license review and * Under the NRC Exchange-of-
should be such that staff turnover is approval process . Information program. evaluation sheets,
minimized and-program continuity * Prelicensing visits should be made service licenses. and licenses
maintained through opportunities for for complex and major licensing actions. authorizing distribution to general
promotion. Promotion opportunities * Licenses should be clear, complete, licensees should be submitted to NRC
should exist from junior level to senior and accurate as to isotopes, forms, on a timely basis.
level or supervisory positions. There quantities, authorized uses, and * Standard license conditions
also should be opportunity for periodic permissive or restrictive conditions, comparable with current NRC standard
salary increases compatible with * The RCP should have procedures license conditions should be used to
experience and responsibility. for reviewing licenses prior to renewal expedite and provide uniformity in the
Program Elemen Licensin to assure that supporting Information in licensing process.the file reflects the current scope of the * Files should be maintained In an

It is necessary In licensing by-product. licensed program. orderly fashion to allow fast. accurate
source. and special nuclear materials retrieval of Information and
that the State regulatory agencyobtaln Adequacy of Product Evaluations dormentaton of discussions and visits.
information about the proposed use of (Category I)
nuclear materials. facilities and * RrCP evaluations of manufactur P am Element Compliance
equipment, training and experience of or distributor's data on sealed sources * Periodic inspections of licensed
personnel, and operating procedures and devices outlined in NRC, State or operations are essential to assure that
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activities are being conducted in
compliance with regulatory
requirements and consistent withgood
safety practice The fmquerwy of
inspections depends on e ount and
the kind of material. the type of
operation licensed ad the results of
previous Inspections 'he capability of
maintaining and retrieving statistical
data on the status of the compliance
program is necessary. The regula toy
agency must have the necessary legal
authority for prompt enforcement of Us
regulations. This may include, as
appropriate, administrative remedies,
orders requiring corrective action
suspension or revocation of licenses, the
impounding of materials. and the
Imposing of civil or criminal penalties.

Indicaors and Crddetines
Status of Inspection Program (Category

* State RCP should maintain an
Inspection program adequate to assess
licensee compliance with State
regulations and license condition. s.The
inspection program in all States should
provide for the inspection of licensee's
waste generation activities under the
State's Jurisdiction.

. * In States which regulate the
disposal of low-level radioactive waste
in permanent disposal facilities, the RCP
should include provisions for pre-
operational. operational and post.
operational facility inspections. The
inspections should cover all program
elements which are relevant at the time
of the inspection and be performed
independently of any resident inspector
program. In addition, inspections should
be conducted on a routine basis during
the operation of the 11W facility.
including inspection of incoming
shipments and licensee site activities.a

* The RCP should maintain statistics
which are adequate to permit Program
Management to assess the status of the
inspection program on a periodic bass.
Information showing the number of
inspections coducted the number
overdue, the length of time overdue and
the priority categories should be readi
available.

* At least semiannual inspection
planning should be done for auber of
inspections to be performed.
assignments to senior versus junior
staff assignments to regions.
Identification of special needs qnid
periodic status reports. When backlogs
occur, the program should develop and
Implement a plan to reduce the backlog.
TIe plan should identify priorities for
inspections and establish trpt dates
and milestones for assessing8 pr -ess.

lnspeiodn PFqueacy (Category1)
*he RCP should establish an

inspecti prort system. The specific
requency of sctions should be

based epon te potenHal ards of
lied operations, e.g. malor
prosso and indusrial d h
should be Inspected approximately
annually. Smaller or les hanlous
operations may be Inspected less
f . The mium Inspection
frequenc~y Inclding for nit~ial
Inspections should be nro less than the
NRC system.
Inspectors' Performnce and Capablity
(Category 1)

* Inspectors should be competent to
evaluate health and safety problems and
to determine compliance with State
regulations. Inspectors must
demonstrate to supervision an
undestanding of regulations. Inspection
guides. and policies prior to
independently conducting ieons

so- For the inspectin of comp
licensed activities such as permanent
low-level radioactive waste disposal
facilities, a mutidisciplinary team
approach i desirable to assure a
complete compliance assessment 4

* The compliance supervisor (may be
RCP manager) should conduct annnal
field evaluations of each inspector to
assess performance and assure
application of appropriate and
consistent policies and guides.
Response to Actual and Alleged
Incidents (Category 1)

* Inquiries should be promptly made
to evaluate the need for onsite
investigations.

* Onalte Investigtions should be
promptly made of incidents requiring
reporting to the Agency In lss than 30
days. 10 CFR 20.403 types.

* For those incidn not requiring
reporting to the Agency in less than 30
days. investigations should be made
during the next scheduled inspection.

* Onsite'tovest*ations should be
promptly made of non-reportable
Incidents which may be of significant
public interest and cern eg
transportation accidents.

* Invstigations should Include In
depth ews ciIrcumstances and
should be coleted on a u priority
basi. Wben appropriate vestigations
should hclude ree s and time-
study measurements (normally within a
few days). Investigation (or Inspection)
results should be documented and
enforcement action taken when
apoprute-

* State licensees and the NM shold
be notified of perinet Ikatnation

-bt ay IIIt which could be
relevant to other liesed operations
(e-g. e" " It failura. Improper

oangprocedumres).
Information on incidents Invving

failure of equIpment should be provided
to the agency responsible for evaluation
of the device for an assessment of
possible neric design deficiency.

* The RCP should how access to
medical consultants when needed to
diagnose or beat radiation injuries. he
RCP should use other technical
consdtants for special problems when
needed.

Enforcent Procedures (Caty 1)
* Enforcement Procedures should be

sufficient to provide a gubstantial
deterrent to licensee noncompliance
with regulatory requirements. Provisios
for the revyin of monetary penalties are
recommended

* Enforcement letters should be
issued within 30 days following
inspections and should employ
appropriate regulatory language clearly
specifying all Items of noncompliance
and health and safety matters Identified
during the Inspection an referencing
the appropriate regulation or licensu
condition bein violated.

* Enforcement letter hould specify
the time period for the licensee to
respond Indicating covctive actions
and actions taken to prevent
reoccuroce (normally 2-30 days) The
inspector and compliance supervisor
should review licensee responses.

* Ucensee respouses to enfocement
letters should be promptly
acknowledged as to adequacy and
resolution of previously unresolved
items.

* Wriue procedures should exist for
handling escalated enfrcement cases of
varying degrees.

e Impoundingof material should be In
accordance withState -Iistrative
procedures. ,

* Opportonity for hearings shmud be
provided to aine impartial
administron of the radiation oontro
Program.
Inspection Procedures (Category 11)

* inpection guides cocsistent with
current NRC guidance. should be used
by Inspectors to assure uniforl and
complete inspection practices and
provide technical guidance in the
IasnVio of licensed programs NRC
Guid may be asd if properly
suppned by policy memoranda.
agency I dpretations. etc.

* Writtes kupection policies should
be issued to establish a policy for
conducting mamnnunced inspections
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obtaining corrective action. following up
and closing out previous violations.
interviewing workers and observing
operations, assuring exit interviews with
management, end issuing appropriate
notification of violations of health and
safety problems.

* Procedures should be established
for aintaining _icensees' copliance
histories.

* Oral briefing of supervisors or the
senior inspector should be performed
upon return from non-routine
inspections.

* For States with separate licensing
and inspection staffs, procedures should
be established for feedback of
Information to license reviewers.
Inspection Reports [Category I)

* Findings of inspectioss should be
documented in a report describing the
scope of inspections, substantiating all
items of noncompliance and health and
safety matters. describing the scope of
licensees' programs. and indicating the
substance of discussions with lioensee's
management and licensee's response.

* Reports shoud uniformly and
adequately document the result of
inspections. Including confirmatory
measurements. status of previous
noncompliance and identify areas of the
licensee's program which should receive
special attention at the next inspection.
Reports should show the status of
previous noncompliance and the results
of confirmatory measurements made by
the inspector.
Confirmatory Measurements (Category
II)

* Confirmatory measurements should
be sufficient in number and type to
ensure the licensee's control of
materials and to validate the licensee's
measurements.m.Jn States which
regulate the disposal of low-level.
radioactive waste in permanent disposal
facilitiesa measurements should also be
adequate to confirm non-radiological
aspects of facality peratlgs such as
soils and materials testing ar d
environmental sampling and analysis to
demonstrate cqmpliance with 10 CFR
Part e6 and assure facility
performance.<

* RCP instrumentation should be
adequate for surveying license
operations (e.g., survey meters, air
samples, lab counting equipment for
smears. Identification of isotopes, etc).

* RCP instrumentation should Include
the following types: GM Survey Meter,
0-0 mr/hr, Ion Chamber Survey Meter,
several r/hr. mzcro-R-Survey meter.
Neutron Survey Meter, Fast and
Thermal Alpha Survey Metr. O-
1.000,000 cm Air Samplers. Hi and Lo

Volume lab Couters. Detect 0. uC/
wipe; Vekimeters; Smoke Tubes: and
Lwel Air samplers.

* Instnrment calbration aervice or
facilities should be readily available and
appropriate for Instrummntatio in as
Licensee equipment and facilities should
not be used unless under a service
confracL Exceptions for other State
Agencies. eg., a State University, may
be made.

* Agency instrunents used fhr
surveys and confirmatory measurements
should be calibrated within the Jame
time interval as required of the licensee
being Inspected.

Dated at Rockville. M. this fth day of
March igo.

For the Nuclear Regdatory Cbmmission.
Samuel J ChIlk.
Secretozyof he Commission.
[R Doc. 9-6884 Filed 3.-m4 64 am]
OLDO CODE 1n-414

Rlegulatory informtion Cofrermnc
Meeting
AGENCYf Nuclear Regulary Commission.
AeOWN: Notice of meeting.

JuMARr. The objectives of the
conference are to give the licensee and
the public insight into our approach to
safety regulations and to receive
feedback frm those In attendance on
their concerns about our overall
approach and, ihe potential Impact of
our policies on their operations. as weUl
as feedback on differences that may
exist on technical Issues. NRC staff will
provide information on ongoing progams
and potential new Initiatives as basis for
discussion. Attention will be focused on
differences in point of view on issues In
an effort to understand the divegfent
views and to communicate Ideas that
may possibly provideresolutions to
issues to be pursued after the meeting.

Discussions will proceed from general
(i.e the plenary sessions) to specific
(Lea. the breakout sessionsl, with
emphasis on operations and the NRC
views based on experience in cairylng
out the NRC regulatory mission.
NUMARC Is acting as coordinator of
industry's partidpation In the
conference. Four plenary sessions are
planned, each of which will be followed
by four breakout sessions that will
include presentations by the NRC staff
and industry representatives.
iDAn: The conference will be held
May I and L 1990.
£DOUSUM The conference wivE be held
at Ue Mayflower Hotel n27
Comecticut Avenue NW. Washington,
DC( Z003B Telephone (202) 3474000.

MM rmUuno WoRMATM CCrACr
S. Singh Balwa, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation US. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Washington,
DC 20555 Telephone (301 492-1109.
Swim"NTARY MPORUA'fl

Registimtion: There ts a registration
fee of S0000. Questions regarding
registration should be directed to
Science Applications International
Corporation, 1710 Goodridge Drive. Mail
Stop Tower 2-61 McLean. Virginia
22102. ATTN: Ms. Susan B. Chason
Telephone (703) 448-632

Participation: This conference is open
to the general public however, advance
registration is required.

The following is the preliminary
pWrogram for thA conference:
Tuesday. May 1: 9 asm.4 psm.
1 Introductory and Opening Remarks
2. Future Regulatory Trends

Morning Plenary Sessions
a. Regulatory Impact Survey
b. Regulatory Trends
Morning Round Table Breakout

Sessions
(1) Commercial Grade Procurement
(2) Operator LJcensing
(3) Backfittlng
(4) Inter-system LOCA

3.a Lncheon Speaker Commissioner
Kenneth C. Rogers.

4. Operational Safety Experience
Afternoon Plenary Sessions
a. Recent Operating Experience

-b. Engineering Support for Plant
Operations

Afternoon Round Table Breakout
Sessions

(1) Maintenance Experience & Trends
(2r Systematic Assessment of Licensee

Nformance
(3) Design Basis Reconstitution
(4) Accident Management

5. Dinner Speaker. Coammissioner Iames
R. Curtiss.

7 pzLm- pxm.
Wednesday, May 2. 9 amL-l p.
L Sevee Acdent Closure

Morning Plenary Sessions
a. PE Reviews
b. Severe Accident Research
Morning Round Table Breakout

Sessin
(1) Inservice Iuspection/Teesting
(2) Technical Specification

Improvement Program
(3) Inspection Program
(4) IPE External Events

2 Luncheon Speaker. Chairman Kenneth
1. Carr.

L Future Plant Ucensing
Afternoon Pleary Sessions
a. Uoense renewal
b. Advanced LWA Certification
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UNITED STATES
* 'o NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555

Febrauay 9, 1990
OFFICE OF THE

SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM FOR: Harold R. Denton, Director, GPA

FROM: moigu 'uel J. Chilk, Secretary

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - SECY-89-346 - PROPOSED
REVISION-TO NRC POLICY STATEMENT "GUIDELINES
FOR NRC REVIEW OF AGREEMENT STATE RADIATION
CONTROL PROGRAMS"

This is to inform you that the Commission (with all Commissioners
agreeing) approved the staff's proposal to publish for public
comment proposed revisions to the NRC policy statement on the
guidelines for NRC review of agreement state radiation control
programs, subject to the following comments:

1. The staff should add a sentence or two to the second page of
the supplemental Information to acknowledge the States'
input to the proposed revisions. Several minor changes to
be incorporated are also attached.

2. The Commission encourages the staff to investigate the use
of the underlining or some other method of highlighting the
proposed changes in the published Federal Register notice.
The Federal Register notice should also be rewritten to
reflect a "Commission" or "NRC" position rather than a
"staffm position.

The Federal Register Notice should be revised as noted, reviewed
by the Regulatory Publications Branch, ADM, and returned for
signature.

(GPA) (SECY Suspense: 3/9/90)

~ 4ft pu&5a co Jit iriod on the proposed
revin preparing the final revision to the Policy
Stat _, the staff should evaluate NRC's regulatory program for
low- Cjlvasts disposal to confirm that it meets or exceeds the
proposdeGguidelines for the Agreement States' programs. If it
does not, the staff should either make the appropriate
improvements, or relax the proposed guidelines if such measures
are not necessary to ensure adequate protection of the public
health and safety. The evaluation should consider such things as
the following:

NOTE: This SRM and the Subject SECY Paper will be released to
the Public upon publication of the Federal Register
Notice.

0- Cp
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- diversity of laboratory support services;

- availability of a license document management system
computerized data bases:

- ability to ensure compliance with waste classification,
characteristics, packaging, and labeling requirements;

- ability to confirm radiological and non-radiological
constituent conrcentrations and material characteristics
at disposal facilities.

In addition, the staff should consider whether additional
revisions to the guidelines might help resolve EPA's concern
about deferral to Atomic Energy Act Agreement State authorities
under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA). In doing so, the NRC staff should be
mindful of the reasons for EPA's 1983 policy decision not to
defer to the Agreement States under Superfund. The Commission
also emphasized the need to further pursue the elimination of
dual regulation with the EPA.

Finally, the staff should provide for Commission review, a
summary of the information received from States and incorporated
in the Commission paper along with the staff's evaluation of
comments received during the public comment period.

(GPA) (SECY Suspense: 9 / 2 8/ 9 0)

Attachments: MU ( )
As Stated

cc: Chairman Carr
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Rogers
Commissioner Curtiss
Commissioner Remick
OGC
OCA


